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Whereas the Citizens’ Advisory Committee (CAC) of the Center for the inland Bays (CIB) is charged to 
provide watershed stakeholder concerns, advice, and guidance to the CIB Board of Directors on matters 
relating to the implementation of the Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan for the 
Delaware Inland Bays (CCMP); and  
 
Whereas staff from the Center for the Inland Bays were active participants in the Delaware Department 
of Transportation’s US 113 North/South Study Millsboro-South Working Group from 2004 to 2007 and 
steadfastly supported an early version of a “North/South-only on-alignment” alternative and urged 
avoiding impacts to existing nature preserves located east of Rt. 113. 
 
Whereas the 2012 Addendum to the CCMP, Objective 2 of Focus Area Managing Living Resources and 
Their Habitat states “Halt the continued loss of wetlands and reverse the loss trends by promoting 
projects to mitigate for previously lost wetlands, and to protect and enhance/restore additional wetland 
acres,” and Action C, Objective 2 of Focus Area Coordinating Land and Water Use Decisions states 
“Update and implement the Inland Bays Habitat Protection Plan,” in which said Plan identifies Riparian 
Area Habitat Protection (Objective 3) and Native Plant and Animal Habitat Protection (Objective 4) as 
priority activities in and adjacent to Cow Bridge Branch (aka Doe Bridge Natural Area). 
 
Whereas any of the connectors cross one of the most biologically diverse areas in southern Delaware, 
including directing much traffic to a new interchange adjacent to critical nature preserves. 
 
Whereas the Blue Alternative proposes a bridge across the Indian River, will impact 19,246 linear feet of 
streams, 20,851 linear feet of subaqueous lands, 14,482 linear feet of tax ditches, and impacts 30.8 acres 
of wetlands, 162 acres of forest, and 607 acres of farmland, resulting in a detriment to the ecological 
health of the Inland Bays Watershed. 
 
Whereas the CIB Executive Director wrote a letter to the Delaware Dept. of Transportation (Oct. 4, 
2013) recommending that the agency re-instate the original “On-Alignment” Alternative that focused on 
the North/South movement of traffic within the existing right of way. 
 
Therefore, be it resolved that the Board of Directors forward a letter to the state legislators and the 
Governor urging DelDOT to adopt the “On-Alignment Alternative” without an eastern connector to Route 
24, and to present its proposed alternatives to the CIB at June 2014 scheduled Board Meeting.   
 


